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The response of a neuron to synapti input strongly depends on whether or not it has just

emitted a spike. We propose a neuron model that after spike emission exhibits a partial response to

residual input harges and study its olletive network dynamis analytially. We unover a novel

desynhronization mehanism that auses a sequential desynhronization transition: In globally

oupled neurons an inrease in the strength of the partial response indues a sequene of bifurations

from states with large lusters of synhronously �ring neurons, through states with smaller lusters

to ompletely asynhronous spiking. We brie�y disuss key onsequenes of this mehanism for more

general networks of biophysial neurons.

PACS numbers: 05.45.Xt, 87.10.+e, 87.19.lj, 87.19.lm, 89.75.-k, 89.20.-a

The brain proesses information in networks of neu-

rons, whih interat by sending and reeiving eletrial

pulses alled ation potentials or spikes. The response

of a neuron to inoming signals strongly depends on

whether or not it has just sent a spike itself. After the

initiation of a spike the membrane potential at the ell

body (soma) is reset towards some potential and the re-

sponse to further synapti input is redued due to the

refratoriness of the neuron [1℄. The dendriti part of

the neuron where inoming signals are integrated, is af-

feted only indiretly by this reset due to intra-neuronal

interations [2, 3, 4℄.

Several multi-ompartment models have been pro-

posed, in whih di�erent parts of a single neuron interat

to haraterize this e�et [2℄. For instane, in a two-

ompartment model [3℄ of oupled dendrite and soma,

the membrane potential at the soma is reset after spike

emission while the dendriti dynamis is a�eted only

by the resistive oupling from the soma to the dendrite.

This aounts for the fat that in several kinds of neurons

residual harge remains on the dendrite (following the so-

mati reset), that is then transferred to the soma[4, 5℄.

Thus the dynamis of the individual neurons is modi�ed

whih severely a�ets the olletive apabilities of net-

works of suh neurons.

In this Letter we propose a simple neuron model whih

aptures the response to residual input harges following

spike emission in form of a partial reset and at the same

time allows an analytial study of the olletive network

dynamis. A fration c ∈ [0, 1] of the residual supra-

threshold input harge is kept by the neuron after reset.

For c = 0 all additional input harge not needed to trigger
a spike is lost after spike emission, whereas for c = 1 the

total input harge is onserved [6℄. Although the regime

0 < c < 1 is likely to be the biologially more relevant,

to our knowledge, there are so far no systemati studies

of the dynamis of networks of neurons with partial re-

sponse. To reveal the basi mehanisms underlying the

olletive dynamis of networks of suh neurons we fo-

us on networks of globally and homogeneously oupled

neurons. Despite their simpliity these networks already

exhibit a rih variety of dynamis that is ontrolled by the

partial reset. In partiular we �nd and show analytially

that for a broad lass of neurons there is a desynhro-

nization transition in the network dynamis determined

by a sequene of bifurations: For small c the fully syn-

hronous state oexists with a variety of luster states

(f. [7℄), with di�erently sized groups of synhronously

�ring neurons. With inreasing c, states with lusters of

size a and larger beome sequentially unstable at bifura-

tion points c
(a)
cr satisfying 0 ≤ . . . ≤ c

(3)
cr ≤ c

(2)
cr ≤ 1 suh

that for su�iently large c > c
(2)
cr , only an asynhronous

state is left. We investigate the main mehanism generat-

ing this sequene of bifurations analytially and give an

intuitive explanation. We also disuss key onsequenes

of this novel desynhronization mehanisms for biophys-

ially more detailed systems.

Consider a network of N osillatory neurons [8℄, whose

state at time t is haraterized by a phase variable φi,
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, that onstantly inreases with time

d
dt
φi = 1. The membrane potentials ui = U (φi) are

spei�ed by a rise funtion U , that haraterizes the

subthreshold dynamis of a neuron. Here U is smooth,

stritly monotonially inreasing (U ′ > 0) and normal-

ized to U(0) = 0 and U(1) = 1.
A neuron j generates a spike when its membrane po-

tential rosses a threshold, uj(t
−) ≥ 1, whih in turn may

trigger an avalanhe of spikes (f. Fig. 1): Neurons reah-

ing the threshold due to the free time evolution de�ne the

triggering set Θ0 = {j | uj (t
−) = 1}. The units j ∈ Θ0

generate spikes whih are instantaneously reeived by all

the neurons i in the network. In response, their poten-

tials are updated aording to

u
(1)
i = ui

(

t−
)

+
∑

j∈Θ0

εij (1)

where εij ≥ 0 determines the strength of a direted

synapti onnetion from neuron j to i. The initial
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pulse may trigger ertain other neurons k ∈ Θ1 =
{

k | uk (t
−) < 1 ≤ u

(1)
k

}

to spike, et. This proess on-

tinues n ≤ N steps until no new neuron rosses the

threshold. At eah step m ∈ {2, 3, . . . , n} the potentials

are updated aording to

u
(m+1)
i = u

(m)
i +

∑

j∈Θm

εij (2)

where Θm =
{

k | u
(m−1)
k < 1 ≤ u

(m)
k

}

. The phases im-

mediately after the avalanhe Θ =
⋃n

q=0 Θq of size

a = |Θ| are obtained via

φi
(

t+
)

=







U−1
(

ui (t
−) +

∑

j∈Θ εij

)

i /∈ Θ

U−1
(

R
(

ui (t
−) +

∑

j∈Θ εij − 1
))

i ∈ Θ

(3)

where R is the partial reset funtion. Here we fous on

the linear form R (ζ) = cζ, with c ∈ [0, 1] speifying
the remaining fration of supra-threshold input harges

after reset. As a key example of the olletive dynam-

is of neurons with partial reset, we here study neurons

with onvex rise funtion (U ′′ > 0, modelling e.g. a lass

of ondutane based integrate-and-�re neurons), whih
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Figure 1: Model Dynamis. (a) Membrane potential u of a

single neuron reahes threshold by intrinsi dynamis at time

t1, sends a spike and is reset. In response to a sub-threshold

input at t2, the potential is inreased instantaneously by ε̃.

At time t3 the neuron reeives supra-threshold input, u
`

t−3
´

+
ε̃ ≥ 1, sends a spike and a residual fration c ∈ [0, 1] of the
harge, not used to reah the threshold, remains and yields

a partial reset to the value u
`

t+3
´

= c (u3 − 1). (b) Spike

avalanhe (a = 3, n = 3) in a network of N = 4 neurons. (i)

The avalanhe is triggered by neuron 1 reahing the threshold
(de�ning the triggering set Θ0 = {1}) and sending spikes to

all other neurons. (ii) This fores neuron 2 to ross threshold
whih then itself spikes (Θ1 = {2}). (iii) In turn, this indues

a �ring of neuron 3 (Θ3 = {3}), ompleting this avalanhe.

(iv) Finally the new states of all neurons are determined using

the partial reset (3) with Θ = {1, 2, 3}.
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Figure 2: Sequential desynhronization transition in a net-

work of N = 50 neurons (U = Ub, b = −3, ε̃ = 0.0175).
The phases φi of all neurons are plotted against the s-th

spike of a referene neuron. Starting from a synhronous

state and perturbing at s = 5, the phase dynamis are

shown for (a) c1 = 0.025 < c
(N)
cr (inset: magni�ation), (b)

c2 = 0.5 ∈
“

c
(N)
cr , c

(2)
cr

”

and () c3 = 0.7 > c
(2)
cr . (d) Observed

luster sizes (dots) in the asymptoti dynamis of 6000 sim-

ulations for eah c value starting from di�erent initial ondi-

tions. red line: exat theoretial predition (10) above whih

lusters are unstable.

are homogeneously and globally oupled without self-

interations, εij = (1− δij) ε̃, and total input strength

ε =
∑

j εij = (N − 1)ε̃ < 1.
Systemati numerial investigations indiate a strong

dependene of the network dynamis on the partial

reset strength c: In partiular, we �nd synhronous

states, luster states, asynhronous states and a sequen-

tial desynhronization of lusters with inreasing c. More

detailed, if c is su�iently small, the long-term dynamis

is dominated by many oexisting luster states in whih

neurons are synhronized to di�erently sized groups re-

sulting in a periodi state of the network (f. Fig. 2). As

c inreases, less and less lusters are observed with the

maximal number of units per luster dereasing. Above

a ritial value of c only an asynhronous state remains.

What is the origin of this rih repertoire of dynamis

and whih mehanisms ontrol the observed transition?

To answer these questions, we analytially investigate the

existene and stability of periodi states with lusters of

arbitrary sizes. It turns out that the sequene of bifur-

ations is ontrolled by two e�ets: sub-threshold inputs

that are always synhronizing and supra-threshold inputs

that may be synhronizing or desynhronizing depending

on the strength c of the partial reset.
As the �rst step we show that the fully asynhronous

(splay [9℄) state exists and is stable for all c ∈ [0, 1]. It

is de�ned by idential inter-spike intervals between eah

pair of subsequently and individually �ring neurons. A
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�ring map maps the phases φi of the system just before

one avalanhe to the phases just before the next. To on-

strut this map for the asynhronous state we evaluate

the urrent spike (a 1-neuron �avalanhe�) and shift all

phases by the same amount σ suh that the largest of the

resulting phases is at threshold. Without loss of general-

ity, we label the neurons' phases in asending order suh

that the phases φ∗i and the shift σ∗
uniquely de�ne the

asynhronous state; they are determined self-onsistently

by φ∗1 = σ∗ > 0 and φ∗l = U−1
(

U
(

φ∗l−1

)

+ ε̃
)

+ σ∗
for

l ∈ {2, . . . , N} suh that φ∗N = 1. Homogeneity of the

network implies invariane of suh an asynhronous state

under the �ring map for every ε < 1. Applying a small

perturbation δ
(0) =

(

δ
(0)
1 , . . . , δ

(0)
N−1

)

to the N−1 phases

whih are not at threshold and linearizing the �ring map

(f. [10, 11℄) yields the perturbations after the next �ring

δ
(1) = Aδ(0). (4)

Here A is a matrix whose only non-zero elements are

Ai+1,i = ai for i ∈ {1, . . . N − 2} and Ai,N−1 = −aN−1

where

ai =
U ′ (φ∗i )

U ′ (U−1 (U (φ∗i ) + ε̃))
(5)

for i ∈ {1, . . .N − 1}. Sine U ′ > 0, U ′′ > 0, and ε̃ > 0
we have ai < 1. The Eneström - Kakeya theorem [12℄ ap-

plied to the matrix A implies that its eigenvalues satisfy

|λi| < 1 for all i ≤ N − 1, showing that the asynhronous
state is linearly stable. The stability properties of this

state are idential for all c ∈ [0, 1] beause all neurons

�re individually and do not initiate any avalanhe with

supra-threshold inputs.

Next we investigate the stability properties of a peri-

odi luster state under the return map, i.e. the mapping

of all phases just before the triggering of an avalanhe Θ
to all phases just before the same avalanhe reours.

Suh a luster state exists (i.e., is invariant) unless the

maximal luster size is too large suh that this luster ab-

sorbs neurons not belonging to it or is absorbed by other

lusters. Given that the spei� neuron N ∈ Θ0 stays

in the triggering set of the avalanhe, the return map M
equals the map de�ned form the hyperplane φN = 1 to

itself. It is fully spei�ed by the number m of avalanhes,

1 ≤ m ≤ N , by the number as, s ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, of

neurons spiking in eah avalanhe, and by the subse-

quent phase shifts σs that �x the time lags between the

avalanhes. This information is determined from the ini-

tial phase vetor (φ1, . . . , φN−1, 1) and grouped into a

�ring sequene F = [(εs, σs)]
m

s=0, setting εs = asε̃. For

given F the return map then reads

MF (φi) = Sσm
◦Hεm ◦ · · · ◦Sσ2 ◦Hε2 ◦Sσ1 ◦Jε1 (φi) (6)

for i ∈ Θ. Here Sσ(φ) = φ + σ is the map mediat-

ing a pure phase shift, Hx(φ) = U−1 (U (φ) + x) spei-

�es the sub-threshold response to an inoming spike and

Jx(φ) = U−1 (R (U (φ) + x− ε̃− 1)) represents the par-

tial response R to supra-threshold input. By de�nition

we have MF(1) = 1. The onditions

MF

([

U−1 (1− aε̃) , U−1 (1− (a− 1)ε̃)
])

⊂
[

U−1 (1− aε̃) , 1
]

(7)

for all a ∈ {1, . . . , a1} then ensure that all neurons �ring

in the �rst avalanhe a1 will �re together in an avalanhe

after return of neuron N to threshold (φN = 1). Thus

(7) ensure stability of a luster Θ of size |Θ| = a1. For

general R and U these onditions yield upper and lower

bounds [10℄ on the maximal size of a luster to be stable

under the return map. Here we fous on the spei� rise

funtion Ub(φ) =
1
b
ln
(

1 +
(

eb − 1
)

φ
)

, b < 0, where the

hange of phase di�erenes due to sub-threshold inputs

is independent of the phase, i.e. Hε(φ) −Hε(ψ) = Hε ◦
Sσ(φ)−Hε ◦ Sσ(ψ) for σ ≥ 0. For i ∈ Θ the return map

(6) then simpli�es to

MF (φi) = Sσ̄ ◦H(N−a1)ε̃ ◦ Ja1 ε̃ (φi) (8)

with σ̄ = 1 − H(N−a1)ε̃ ◦ Ja1 ε̃ (1). Sine M ′
F

≥ 0 and

M ′′
F

≥ 0 the onditions (7) are all satis�ed if the single

ondition

MF

(

U−1
b (1− ε̃)

)

≥ U−1
b (1− ε̃) , (9)

holds, where a single unit triggers the avalanhe. A

generi perturbation will disturb the luster suh that it

gets triggered by a single unit only. Thus, if an avalanhe

of size a exist, ondition (9) is su�ient and neessary for

its stability.

As a spei� example, onsider a linear partial reset

funtion R(ζ) = cζ. Using equality in (9), the bifura-

tion values c
(a)
cr above whih a luster state with maximal

luster size a beomes unstable are then determined im-

pliitly by the equation

eb(1−[(N−a)+c(a)
cr (a−1)]ε̃) (e−bε̃ − 1

)

=
(

e−bc(a)
cr ε̃ − 1

)

.

(10)

Figure 2 shows an expliit example of these theoreti-

al preditions for the bifuration values c
(a)
cr whih well

math the numerial results.

In general, we infer from (10) that

0 < c(N)
cr < c(N−1)

cr < · · · < c(2)cr < 1 (11)

independent of spei� parameters b, ε̃ and N . First, this

implies that the entire sequene of bifurations is guar-

anteed to our in the physially relevant open interval

c ∈ (0, 1). Seond, with inreasing c, states with larger

lusters beome unstable before states with smaller lus-

ters. In partiular, the synhronous state beomes unsta-

ble �rst and luster states with at most two synhronized
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Figure 3: Synhronizing and desynhronizing mehanisms

underlying the desynhronization transition. The phase-

potential relation are shown as solid blak urves. The phase

di�erenes before (∆−

) and after spike reeption (∆+
) are

indiated. (a) Phase synhronization due to sub-threshold

inputs oatig with either (b) synhronization for strongly

refratory partial resets (c ≈ 0) or () desynhronization for

onservative partial resets (c ≈ 1) determine the stability of

lusters under the return map (6).

neurons beome unstable last. Third, for a = 2 we �nd

that the largest bifuration point

c(2)cr =
1

bε̃
ln
(

1− eb(1−(N−1)ε̃)
(

1− ebε̃
)

)

(12)

an be arbitrarily small, e.g. as b → −∞. Thus the

entire sequene of desynhronizing bifurations an our

for arbitrary small c.
The from (8) of the return map reveals the meha-

nisms underlying the desynhronization transition as the

interplay between synhronization due to sub-threshold

inputs mediated by H(N−a)ε̃ (f. Fig. (3)a) and fur-

ther synhronization or desynhronization due to supra-

threshold inputs and partial reset mediated by Jaε̃, de-
pending on the strength of the partial reset (f. Fig.

(3)b,). The large lusters get unstable �rst sine they

reeive less synhronizing sub-threshold inputs from the

other smaller lusters and additionally the desynhro-

nization due to the reset is stronger in larger avalanhes.

The observed desynhronization transition prevails for

networks of inhomogeneously oupled units and neurons

with rise funtions of mixed onvex and onave urva-

ture, as e.g. harateristi for quadrati integrate-and-

�re neurons [13℄, the normal form of type I exitable

neurons. Moreover, our simple model system an be on-

neted to biophysially more detailed type I models by

omparing spike time response urves that enode the

shortening of the inter-spike intervals (ISI) following an

exitatory input at di�erent phases of the neural osilla-

tion. An exitatory stimulus that auses the neuron to

spike will maximally shorten the ISI in whih the stimu-

lus is applied. Additionally the following ISI is typially

a�eted as well. This e�et an be haraterized by an

appropriately hosen partial reset in our simple system

[10℄. Networks of two-ompartment ondutane based

neurons indeed exhibit similar desynhronization transi-

tions when varying the oupling between soma and den-

drite (not shown) whih in our simpli�ed model ontrols

the partial reset.

In summary, we introdued a simple model of spik-

ing neurons with partial reset to investigate olletive

network e�ets of possible residual harges that may be

important after somati reset. Already for globally and

homogeneously oupled networks we �nd that residual

harges present after spike generation drastially a�et

the network dynamis. We revealed a new desynhro-

nization mehanism that ontrols a sequential destabi-

lization of luster states. For no or only small frations

c ∈
[

0, c
(N)
cr

)

of onserved harge, the synhronous state

and luster states with many di�erent luster sizes oexist

whereas for large frations, c ∈
(

c
(2)
cr , 1

]

, only the asyn-

hronous state is left. For intermediate c ∈
[

c
(N)
cr , c

(2)
cr

]

there is a sequene of bifurations, eah destabilizing the

largest stable luster. Interestingly, this entire sequene

may our in an interval at arbitrarily small c > 0.

The mehanism for neural desynhronization disussed

above di�ers strongly from known mehanisms that are

based, e.g., on heterogeneity, noise, or delayed feedbak

[15, 16℄. Possibly, this novel mehanism may also be used

in modi�ed form to prevent synhronization in neural

systems like in Parkinson tremor or in epilepti seizures

[16℄. This alls for a future systemati study of the im-

pat of c and related parameters that modulate loal re-

sponse properties and thus synhronization. The simple

model system introdued above o�ers the �rst example

of an analytially tratable network model whih, based

on partial reset, haraterizes an essential feature of bio-

physially detailed ompartmental models [5, 17℄.
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